Two independent methods are used to evaluate the protein-coding information content in different classes of DNA sequences.
INTRODUCTION
In a previous paper (1) a Fortran computer algorythm was used to analyse the nucleotide sequences of 28 protein genes (26,281 nucleotides). All these findings, supporting our hypothesis on the existence of the c.i.p. gene class, led us to investigate, with two independent methods, a much larger sample of DNA sequences (192,140 nucleotides).
Our attention was focused on reading frames longer than
The first method (1) analyses the coding capacity of complementary DNA strands by looking at the reading frame length distribution: it is then based on the search for specific initiation and termination codons. The second method (testcode), developed by Fickett (4), assigns the probability of coding to a given sequence, taking into account the overall properties of the base sequence itself. The testcode is based, in fact, on the observation that the nucleotides tend to be repeated with a periodicity of three in a protein-coding sequence.
Our DNA sequence data bank is divided in three pools: protein-coding The results of the protein-coding information content analysis carried out with both methods on the three DNA sequence pools are presented here.
METHODS
The first method (1) which allows the statistical evaluation of the reading frame length distribution on a DNA sequence pool is based on the comparison between the computer found distribution and the distribution expected by chance alone. This last distribution is calculated on the following hypothesis: once an initiation codon AUG is found in a sequence, if the appearance of one of the three termination codons is a random event, the relative frequency q should be:
with q(N) being the probability of finding the corresponding N base. Then the probability P(K) of finding a reading frame of K codons is given by:
This method describes accurately the reading frame length distributions found by the computer on the stable RNA, DNA sequence and protein coding DNA sequence pools. The unexpected finding that this method, based on the assumption that termination codons are distributed at random, also accu- Table II . (1, 2, 3) in superscript in the third column indicate the frame in which the gene is found with respect to the first nucleotide of each DNA sequence in the DNA data bank. Testcode indicator and coding probability value are calculated for known and c.i.p. genes. Notes: A) the initiation codon AUG is not present in the available sequence; B) the termination codon is not present in the available sequence; C) translated c.i.p. genes; D) sequence present in the DNA data bank obtained by fusion of partial sequences; F) protein-coding sequence complementary to that present in the DNA data bank; G) the initiation codon is GUG; H) protein-coding genes containing leader peptides; I) spliced genes with known intron sequences.
genes are not to be taken into account in this statistical evaluation since the sequences of this pool have been selected to contain these genes (1).
The analysis of each of the 57 reading frames longer than 100 sense- The reading frame numbers derived from the DNA sequence pool analysis
show that the presence of reading frames shorter than 100 sense-codons is consistent with that expected according to a random distribution. The finding of some reading frames longer than 100 sense-codons is explained since some sequences of this pool are presumably translated.
The stable RNA coding-sequence pool analysis shows a complete agreement between expected and computer-found numbers of reading frames on both DNA strands.
Hence, we conclude that the probability of finding a long reading frame in the DNA strand complementary to the protein-coding DNA strand is much higher than in the other two DNA sequence pools.
b) Testcode analysis
The testcode method (4) evaluates a number of parameters related to nucleotide periodicity for any given DNA sequence. These values first allow to compute the testcode indicator and then to determine the probability of coding. The method has been calibrated against a collection of sequences known to code and not to code for a protein.
This method is also useful in our particular case since the probabi- 
CONCLUSION
Both methods, reading frame length distribution and testcode analysis, consistently indicate that the probability to find new protein-coding genes is higher for the DNA sequence complementary to the DNA strand coding for
